Join Agfa HealthCare at RSNA 2021 - Redefining Radiology

Agfa HealthCare will be participating at RSNA 2021, November 28th-December 2nd in Chicago, IL, USA.

Agfa HealthCare is committed to providing solutions that can redefine radiology. By expanding productivity and workflow efficiency, radiology departments can derive increased value from medical imaging.

Agfa HealthCare will feature many innovations at RSNA 2021, including its Enterprise Imaging for Radiology, RUBEE™ for AI, XERO Universal Viewer with Microsoft Teams Integration, Enterprise Imaging VNA and Cloud Services, Enterprise Imaging for Cardiology and Business Intelligence.

Learn more about these important innovations and topics through virtual lectures at the RSNA. 

**Empowering Radiologist Productivity with AGFA EI - New Tools for Clinical Confidence V8.2**

An interactive demonstration of tips, tricks and new features that make Agfa’s EI 8.2 the preferred choice of radiologists everywhere.

Presented by **Matthieu Ferrant**, Global Director R&D and **Caroline Bogaert**, Manager Product Management. Hosted by **Bob Craske**, Director Enterprise Imaging for Radiology.

**Embedding AI into Clinical Programs to Improve Diagnostic Intelligence**

A workflow-centric approach of embedding AI in clinical pathways can enable precision intelligence for radiologists and their patients.

From Data Silos to Data Lakes. How AGFA EI VNA in the Cloud is Transforming Healthcare

Learn how using the Public Cloud and Agfa EI VNA, healthcare providers can create their own data lake to store, share and secure medical images.

Presented by Charles Morris, Director Enterprise Imaging and Peter Wilkop, Director Global Product Marketing. Hosted by Miriam Ladin, Director Marketing Communications.

How to Use Microsoft Teams & XERO Universal Viewer to Enrich Decision-making and Improve Delivery of Clinical Care

Engage in an interactive demonstration of the tips, tricks and new features that make Agfa’s EI 8.2 the preferred choice of radiologists everywhere.

Presented by Jason Knox, Solutions Manager Enterprise Imaging. Hosted by Lenny Reznik, Vice President Enterprise Imaging North America.


The drive to EI from PACS, learn what drove leading providers from around the world to make this journey and understand the benefits they are realising.

Presented by Frost & Sullivan (presenter will be announced soon) and Bob Craske, Director Enterprise Imaging for Radiology. Hosted by Katoesja Van der Hoeven, Global Marketing Communications Manager.

Integrated Care Systems (ICS) for Health Delivery in the UK and Ireland

Learn how Agfa HealthCare’s Enterprise Imaging Platform accommodates the UKI’s national shift to regional systems and supports the technological elements of integrated care.

Presented by Roberto Anello, Managing Director Northern Europe and James Williams, Enterprise Imaging Release Manager. Hosted by Jess Baldry, Marketing Communications Manager Europe.

For more information, visit the Agfa HealthCare booth at RSNA in-person or virtually.
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